Reading Publics: Books, Communities and Readers in the Early History of American Public Libraries
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In 1851, Charles Coffin Jewett, then the librarian of the Smithsonian Institution and later superintendent of the Boston Public Library, compiled his *Notices of Public Libraries in the United States of America*. In the introduction he explained that “I mean by it libraries which are accessible—either without restriction, or upon conditions with which all can easily comply—to every person who wishes to use them … In this sense I believe it may be said that all libraries in this country, which are not private property … are public libraries.”¹ In 1876, the United States Bureau of Education published its exhaustive *Public Libraries in the United States of America, their History, Condition, and Management*. In a chapter on the organization and management of public libraries, William Frederick Poole, head librarian of the Chicago Public Library, offered the following definition: “The ‘public library’ which we are to consider is established by state laws, is supported by local taxation and voluntary gifts, is managed as a public trust, and every citizen of the city or town has an equal share in its privileges.”² It would therefore seem at first glance that in just a quarter of a century there was a dramatic change, a sharp break in the way Americans defined public libraries. In fact, the public library as described by Poole evolved over time from the collections Jewett described in *Notices of Public Libraries*. That evolution sheds light on the communities of readers served by public libraries, on the public and private values associated with reading, and on fundamental changes in how public institutions in the United States were conceived, governed and supported.
Many of the libraries in Jewett’s *Notices of Public Libraries* were not truly public, even given his very broad definition of the term. The seven categories in his statistical summary include, for example, the libraries maintained by college literary societies. Developed for recreational reading and to prepare for debates, for most of the nineteenth century these collections were more heavily used than the college library itself, but it is highly unlikely that members of the general public were ever granted access. The only collections that were accessible without restriction were the school-district libraries. By 1851 most states had passed laws permitting local school districts to levy taxes to purchase books not just for pupils in the common schools, but for any resident of the district. Intended to circulate good books to the home every citizen, most of the libraries in Jewett’s statistical summary were school-district libraries. They were essentially a noble but failed experiment in the history of American public libraries. Poorly funded and maintained, by 1876 they had been, according to a report in *Public Libraries in the United States*, “allow[ed] … to sink into neglect and contempt.” Nonetheless, a number of public library systems today, including St. Louis, Cleveland, Detroit, Cincinnati, and Indianapolis trace their origin to a school-district library. Moreover, the school-district libraries, according to an early history of the public library movement published by the American Library Association, helped to establish the principle of public support for publicly accessible collections.

More important for the future development of public libraries in the United States were the ubiquitous social libraries. According to Jewett, “in some states, almost every town has, under some name, a social library.” These were shared collections of books established and maintained by voluntary associations of readers. There were several different types. Proprietary
libraries were joint-stock corporations. Members owned stock, a share in the library, that could be sold, transferred as a gift, or bequeathed in a will. Shares were expensive, sometimes costing hundreds of dollars, so these libraries were, by their nature, elitist, exclusive. Some, the Boston Athenaeum for instance, even placed limits on the numbers of shares in order to preserve that exclusivity. Members of the more numerous and more popular subscription libraries simply paid an annual fee to borrow books. Many were open to any member of the reading public, while others catered to a particular reading community. There were, for instance, social libraries for physicians and attorneys, women’s libraries, young men’s libraries, and mechanics’ libraries for artisans. By far the most successful type was the mercantile library. Founded and managed by young clerks, many of them would allow members of the general public to join for a slightly higher annual subscription. According to a report in *Public Libraries in the United States*, in 1876 “the majority of our mercantile libraries are … the only important public circulating libraries in their respective towns.” Most subscription libraries were relatively inexpensive, and therefore relatively accessible, democratic institutions. The Albion Ladies’ Library Association in Michigan, for example, boasted in 1876 that its membership fee of just fifty cents was “almost nominal … thus extending its privileges to all.”

Social libraries were considered public libraries, public institutions, not simply because they were accessible to the reading public, but, more importantly, because that accessibility presumably served a public purpose. This was explicit in the various enabling laws that permitted the establishment of public libraries, as well as the constitutions of individual social libraries. The first state statute respecting public libraries in the United States, enacted by New York State in 1796, held that “it is of the utmost importance to the public that sources of information should be multiplied and institutions for that purpose encouraged.” The preamble
to the constitution of the Mercantile Library Association of the City of New York stated that it was founded to “extend our information upon mercantile and other subjects of general utility.”

Reading good books — science, history, the classics — would promote the public good by nurturing an enlightened, productive, informed citizenry. More important, however, was the presumption of an intimate connection between mental and moral improvement. An address published in the *Connecticut Courant* in 1774, for example, soliciting readers for a proposed subscription library, held that “the utility of public libraries, consisting of well chosen books … and their smiling aspect on the interests of Society, Virtue, and Religion are too manifest to be denied.” This conviction that good books engendered good morals was fundamental to the growth of social libraries in the United States. Social libraries, private voluntary associations of readers, were synonymous with public libraries for much of the nineteenth century because they were presumed to promote the public good.

In a lecture delivered in Boston in 1838 on “The Elevation of the Laboring Portion of the Community,” Unitarian minister William Ellery Channing urged that “every man, if possible, gather some good books under his roof, and obtain access for himself and his family to some social library.” Although many social libraries charged a quite reasonable annual subscription, and books themselves were becoming more affordable in the 1830s and 1840s, even a small private library or access to a public library was often beyond the means of the working class. Most readers, however, could afford to patronize the more numerous and more popular circulating libraries. The main competitor to the social library, these were for-profit concerns, often part of a stationary or bookstore, but also available in a wide variety of commercial establishments, including dry-goods stores and millinery shops. For a small fee, they rented out books and periodicals, usually on a weekly basis, and were, according to a pamphlet published
by the New York Lyceum in 1840, “the only collections open to all classes of people.” During the eighteenth and the early nineteenth century, their proprietors often stressed that they were not merely for profit, that, like social libraries, they served the public weal. In 1791, John Dabney of Salem, Massachusetts assured his customers that he provided “materials capable of forming the minds of individuals to solid virtue, true politeness, the noblest of actions, and the purest benevolence.” Yet by the time of Channing’s address, they mostly circulated popular novels. According to the New York Lyceum, “twenty-five to one is the proportion of fictitious to solid reading given by most of them,” thus allowing their customers to indulge in the “captivating, but dangerous and often disgusting and immoral works of fiction, which pour like torrents from the press.”

The Lyceum’s pamphlet solicited support from public-spirited citizens to build a collection that would provide wholesome reading at a nominal fee to readers of every class. It would include only those books “that will have the effect of … imparting knowledge and elevating the social and moral disposition” and exclude “all immoral and irreligious literature and works of fiction (except those of a religious or moral character).” One part of the opposition to the provision of novels in public libraries throughout the nineteenth century was simply that they were merely recreational, designed solely for the reader’s private amusement and therefore served no public purpose. More fundamentally, reading cheap fiction was viewed by many as not just frivolous, but mentally and morally dangerous. Works of the imagination appealed to the passions rather than the intellect, so that, according the Lyceum’s pamphlet, “the mind surrenders itself to the interest and excitement of the story” and becomes “diseased and infatuated.” Citing “reports of some of the French hospitals for lunatics,” the Lyceum concluded that “the reading of romances is set down as one of the standing causes of insanity.” Even
much later in the century, many supporters of the public library movement believed there was a
direct correlation between popular novels and mental illness. In 1875, the annual report of the
trustees of the Boston Public Library claimed that “a vast range of ephemeral literature, exciting
and fascinating” was “responsible for an immense amount of mental disease and moral
irregularities.”

Female readers were presumed to be especially susceptible to the dangerous allure of
popular fiction. As late as 1877, the Detroit Free Press reported the sad case of a young woman
“of fine education, who gratified a vitiated taste for novel reading till her reason was overthrown,
and she has, in consequence, been for several years an inmate of an insane asylum.” Even those
women who were not driven mad, were considered to be mentally enfeebled and morally
compromised by a rapacious desire for thrilling romances. This presumed nexus between
gender and debasing fiction is one key to understanding how reading was idealized in public
libraries throughout the nineteenth century. Reading “solid” books was rational and therefore
masculine. Reading popular novels was frivolous and feminine. Non-fiction was self-improving
and therefore promoted the public good. Fiction was private, self-indulgent, demoralizing. The
idealized reader thus reflected gendered values that distinguished the public from the private in
American culture. Women were, of course, assumed to be the mainstay of the circulating
libraries. A proprietor of the Boston Athenaeum for example wrote that they “contented
themselves with the more insidious forms of corruption … to be had at circulating … libraries
connected with stationers’ and bakers’ stores.”

Ideally the collection of a social library was a source of “rational amusement.” It would
provide subscribers or proprietors with reading that was both amusing and self-improving, that
would entertain as well as instruct. These early public libraries, however, were subject to the
same market pressures as the commercial circulating libraries. Fiction was popular. In order to survive, to retain their membership, they were, in the words of the New York Lyceum’s highly critical pamphlet from 1840, “obliged to comply with the general requirements of their frequenters.” Moreover, the social libraries were democratic institutions. Members elected a board of directors or trustees, which was accountable to a dues-paying constituency. All of this meant that, although they never collected the same proportion of popular fiction as the circulating libraries, social libraries increasingly provided and circulated, along with more substantial works, books that were, again according to the New York Lyceum, a “light and trifling kind of reading.” This was often at odds with a library’s identity and self-image as public institution. This conflict between private pleasure and the public good, between meeting the demands of the market and promoting the common weal is well illustrated in the annual report of the New York Society Library in 1858. On one page the trustees assured their constituents that “it is absolutely necessary that several copies of every popular work be purchased on its first appearance.” On the very next page, they went on to claimed that the “shareholders naturally expect their Library to be kept up to the standard maintained by Institutions of a similar character.” This tension between public purpose and popular demand, between the public and private functions of shared reading, was fundamental to the character of American social libraries in the nineteenth century.20

The Public Library Movement: Missionaries of Literature in the Gilded Age

In March 1848, the State of Massachusetts enacted the first legislation permitting the creation of a public library as defined by William Frederick Poole. It empowered the City of Boston to levy taxes to support a library in which “every citizen” had “an equal share in its privileges.” Such an
“enabling law” was a prerequisite to a library movement in any state and, according to William Fletcher in *Public Libraries in America* (1894), “the genius and significance of this modern movement are well illustrated in the establishment of the Boston Public Library.” In 1852, in the first *Report of the Trustees of the Public Library*, George Ticknor explained “the objects to be attained … and the best mode of effecting them.” He held that any type of social library “falls far short of the aid and encouragement which [should] be afforded to the reading community.” The city’s new library would instead be modelled upon its public schools. It would expand and supplement public education by allowing every citizen to gratify the taste for salutary reading nurtured in the primary schools. In doing so, it would, like the public schools, serve a public purpose and promote the public good. The Library’s trustees intended, “as a matter of public policy and duty,” to provide Bostonians with “the means of self culture through books” and thereby “raise personal character and condition.”

Although Ticknor and other founders of public libraries in the later nineteenth century often emphasized, like the leaders of the public school movement, that these new, publicly funded institutions would benefit every citizen, they were clearly intended, at least in large cities like Boston, for working-class readers. William Fletcher, in *Public Libraries in America*, devoted an entire chapter to “The Public Library and the Community.” He stresses the ostensible value of the library in “providing all classes … with the means of culture,” its presumed influence on “not only the intellectual but the moral and spiritual life” of every reader. But he then refers specifically to the “meagre and stunted intellects of the masses.” Librarians proudly referred to themselves as “missionaries of literature,” and their mission, the aim of the public library movement in the latter part of the nineteenth century, was to civilize, to uplift the working class. Public librarians sought to enculturate the masses with good books and thereby instill
good morals and ensure an orderly, virtuous republic. Amidst the rising class tensions of the Gilded Age, the mission of the public library seemed particularly urgent. At a meeting in 1882 in support of the New York Free Circulating Library, one of the speakers called upon “rich men [to] aid in this work by bridging over the chasm between themselves and the less fortunate or wealthy classes [and] lay broader and deeper the foundations of society with a regulated liberty.”

Like missionaries of the Gospel, the missionaries of literature were often women. At that same meeting in New York in 1882, another supporter of the Free Circulating Library remarked that “the men who hover about the wings here … are only ornamental; the real work is done by the ladies.” G. B. Utley, the executive secretary of the American Library Association, estimated in 1914 that half of the public libraries in the United States were founded by women. Middle- and upper class ladies, usually in women’s clubs and other voluntary associations, also played a leading role in raising funds for collections and lobbying for library legislation. And, as in the public schools, female librarians soon came to predominate in the workforce. In part this was simply a matter of economy. Because there were so few professional opportunities open to them, women were often willing to do the work for less than men. More important, middle- and upper-class women were considered innately well suited to the uplifting, enculturating mission of the public library. Public librarianship was regarded as a natural extension of a woman’s nurturing, maternal role from the domestic to the public sphere. The stereotypical image of the refined lady librarian thus co-existed with the older, yet still prevalent stereotype of women as frivolous devourers of cheap novels.

Public libraries’ policies regarding the provision of popular fiction varied widely. William Kite, the librarian in Germantown, Pennsylvania, gained national attention by his refusal
to purchase any fictional works whatever. He held that the “blighting influence of the sensational literature of the day” was “enfeebling the very flower of our nation” and that providing only wholesome reading instead would “help form a character for good that might otherwise be led to evil.” By contrast, the Boston Public Library furnished, in multiple copies, what George Ticknor’s report in 1852 referred to as “the more respectable of the popular books, … the pleasant and popular literature of the day.”

But Ticknor and most leaders of the early public library movement believed that circulating common novels was the first step in the “process of elevating the taste of the uncultivated masses.” As William Poole of the Chicago Public Library explained in an early issue of *Library Journal*, since “the masses of a community have very little literary and scholarly culture,” it was necessary to lure them into the library with “such books as they can read with pleasure.” Librarians disagreed over the proper quantity and quality of popular novels for a public library, over the extent to which their collections should cater to popular demand. Most however agreed with Poole (despite statistical evidence in their annual reports to the contrary) that collecting at least some recreational fiction would nurture “the habit of reading,” and “once acquired, the reader’s taste, and hence the quality of his reading, progressively improves.”

By the time of the founding of the American Library Association in 1876, small neighborhood libraries, in close proximity to the homes of working-class readers, had become a defining feature of the public library movement. They would serve, in the words of ALA President J. N. Larned, as “beneficent snares,” enticing the uncultivated masses to the branch library with amusing fiction and thereby fostering an appreciation of more substantial, uplifting reading. Refining, directing the taste of the reader was the mission of the refined lady librarian, a “cultivated woman [with] a vein of philanthropy in her composition.” According to Justin
Winsor, superintendent of the Boston Public Library, she would “allure … imperceptibly guide … , as unwittingly as possible, from the poor to … the good, and so on to the best.”

The public library gospel held that the missionary of literature was to cultivate personal relationships in the neighborhood so that the branch library became an integral part of the community. The New York Free Circulating Library, for example, praised in particular those librarians who were able to “make friends … and help … without seeming to dictate,” which created “opportunities for guiding the reading of those applying for books.”

However, articles and reports written by leaders of the public library movement do not fully reflect the experiences of readers in public libraries during the later nineteenth century. As late as 1910, a majority of Americans still lived on farms or in rural communities. Small towns were more homogenous ethnically than urban areas and less divided economically. Librarians there were members of the community rather than philanthropic outsiders and seem to have been little influenced by the missionaries of literature in the public libraries in large towns and cities. Usually young, single women, often the daughters of prominent local families, they were less concerned with moral uplift than with giving their middle-class friends and neighbors what they wanted to read. In Osage, Iowa, for example, the local librarian purchased books under the direction of the library committee of the City Council. Fiction comprised roughly forty-five percent of the public library’s collection, compared with just fifteen percent in the model Catalog of “A.L.A” Library published in 1893. The public library circulated works by popular novelists, such as Horatio Alger, Berth Clay, and The Duchess (Margaret Hungerford), that professional librarians in the American Library Association would have deemed too “weak and flabby and silly” to properly enculturate the reader. In contrast to the missionaries of literature, the library committee made “special efforts to select such books as will please the taste of all.”
The library in Osage, Iowa was typical, in important respects, of public libraries founded in the latter half of the nineteenth century. Public libraries were usually established and supported, at least in part, with private resources. Rather than making a large, initial purchase of books, as in Boston and Chicago, towns frequently took possession the local proprietary or subscription library. In 1876, the proprietors of the Osage Library Association donated their collection, making it free to any resident over ten years of age. The building itself, like many public library buildings during this period, was made possible by a private benefaction from a public-spirited philanthropist. Orrin Sage, one of the original developers of the town in the 1850s, donated approximately half of the funds to construct the Sage Public Library. The City Council appropriated $250 annually to the library committee to develop the collection, but this was not uniformly the case. According to statistics published by the Department of Education, thirty percent of public libraries in 1891 received no public funding. In some towns a wealthy benefactor provided an endowment to support the library as well a fund as to construct a library building, and in others the proprietors of the local library association provided free access to the collection to their fellow citizens.

William Frederick Poole’s definition of a public library in 1876, a collection that was “supported by local taxation and voluntary gifts,” was in a sense aspirational, an implicit argument for public support of public libraries. The common understanding of the term was in flux in the latter half of the nineteenth century. Certainly Charles Coffin Jewett’s definition in 1851, any library that was “not private property,” was no longer valid even a quarter of a century later. Through the 1890s there were still more subscription and proprietary libraries than libraries supported by local taxation, but by that time the social libraries were no longer considered public institutions. By the end of the century, most readers, if they gave the matter any thought,
would probably have agreed with the simple criterion in William Fletcher’s *Public Libraries in America*: any collection that was free to the public. A critical aim of the public library movement was to firmly establish the principle of public funding. Fletcher, for example, argued that “any community, once tasting its advantages, is ready to [it] support by taxation, paying the necessary expenses … as cheerfully as it does those of the public schools.”

Ultimately, it was the “voluntary gifts” of one individual that did the most to ensure that public libraries were “supported by local taxation.” When Andrew Carnegie agreed in 1903 to erect a new building for the Sage Public Library in Osage, Iowa, he required that the City Council appropriate to the library each year at least one thousand dollars for operating expenses. The significance of Carnegie’s philanthropy for public libraries lies not simply in the number of buildings he funded (1,689 in the United States alone), but rather that his contract with each municipality guaranteed that the public library receive annually an amount equal to at least ten percent of the Carnegie grant. In contrast to most other public institutions, such as the public schools, the development of public libraries has most often been a result of what today would be termed a public-private partnership. In the words of William Scudder, in a history of early libraries in *Public Libraries in the United States*, “the growth of the system has been in the conjunction of private beneficence with public aid.”


Due in part to the Carnegie building program, there was a dramatic increase in the number of public libraries founded in the Progressive Era. In the last two decades of the nineteenth century, there were 910 new libraries in the United States; from 1900 to 1919 there were 1,854. There was still a significant proportion of readers without free access to books, especially in rural areas and in the South, where African Americans in particular were often denied service. But by this
time most states had established a library commission to promote and support public libraries.\textsuperscript{52} One of the most important functions of the commissions was, according to Henry Legler, president of the American Library Association, in 1905, to “educate public sentiment so that a genuine desire for … library privileges will manifest itself in the practical form of local taxation.” By the 1920s, a public library was generally understood to mean a collection that was tax supported; a “free library” without public funding was an exception to the rule.\textsuperscript{53} After the turn of the century there was also a corresponding decline in the number of social libraries. Generally only the more exclusive proprietary libraries, especially those with generous endowments, survived the ascendency of the public library. In a paper read before the American Library Association in 1906, William Fletcher held that “one thing that has kept [them] behind in the race has been the slowness with which they have waked up to the modern library spirit.”\textsuperscript{54}

In January 1901, when the New York Free Circulating Library transferred its property to the New York Public Library, creating the nucleus of the Library’s Circulation Department, the trustees explained that “the idea that this system of circulating libraries is only for the use of the very poor has been superseded by the belief that it is an important adjunct of the city’s educational system, and as such entitled to municipal support.” They also highlighted, in their final annual report, the part the library had played in advancing the “modern library idea.”\textsuperscript{55} The modern library idea embraced the basic principle of the public library movement, the free circulation of good books from small libraries near readers’ homes, but sought to broaden its influence and appeal by offering a host of new and innovative services. Public librarians, for example, collaborated closely with public school teachers, bringing books into the classroom and helping students with their homework after school.\textsuperscript{56} Inspired by the modern library spirit, they created “travelling libraries” that circulated from churches, playgrounds, telegraph offices,
firehouses, and even private homes. The library building itself often served as a community center, providing an auditorium and meeting space for neighborhood clubs. In the words of Arthur Bostwick, director of the St. Louis Public Library and the leading proponent of the modern library idea, there were a “thousand and one activities that distinguish the modern library from its more passive predecessor.”

One reason for the expanded scope of the public library during the Progressive Era may have been that many of the missionaries of literature were simply losing faith in the power of good books to improve the reader naturally, effortlessly. As early as 1894, in a survey conducted by the American Library Association, approximately seventy-five percent of the respondents believed it was not true or “doubtful” that “the reading of fiction leads to more serious reading.” With “school work,” “readers’ advisory,” and other innovations, the modern librarian played a more direct, active role in elevating the taste of the reader. More important, the modern library spirit was attuned to spirit of the times. Like other activists and reformers during the Progressive Era, progressive librarians were eager to experiment, to innovate, and to marshal their professional expertise for the improvement of society. They also believed in an expansive, interventionist state, in “the state itself [as] a stimulative rather than a purely administrative power.” According to Asa Wynkoop, inspector of public libraries for the New York State Library, “the leaders of the modern library movement have taken their stand with those who believe that human betterment is to be promoted by the enlargement of the function of government.” The rise of the modern public library reflected rising expectations of government service at all levels.

In his classic exposition of the modern library idea, The American Public Library (1910), Arthur Bostwick claimed that “the American public has come to consider the library as an
essential part of its system of education.” However, unlike the public schools, the use of public libraries was not mandatory. In order to reach its full potential, it was, according to Bostwick, the “business of the library to deal with that part of the community that does not voluntarily come to it.” There was therefore a dynamic, entrepreneurial spirit evident in public librarianship in the Progressive Era that contrasted sharply with the staid, sometimes condescending manner of the missionaries of literature. The American Public Library held that “the modern … library idea is simply tantamount to a confession that the library, as a distributor, must obey the laws that all distributors must obey, if they are to succeed,” and that the modern librarian, “like the successful distributor through trade is precisely he who does not sit down and wait for customers.”

Similarly, because the modern library was now understood to be a tax-supported institution, and the librarian therefore a public servant rather than a missionary to the working class, there was a radically different relationship to the reader. The local taxpayer was now, as Bostwick explained in an address in 1915, a “stockholder” in the library and the “boss” of the librarian.

Like the proprietary library that was accountable to its shareholders, the modern public library had a fairly generous policy regarding the provision of popular novels. In part, this was simply a reflection of American society’s more liberal, less censorious attitude towards recreational reading, a fading of the prejudice typified by those Bostwick dismissed as the “old-fashioned librarians.” At the ceremony in 1902 marking the laying of the cornerstone of the New York Public Library’s “marble palace for booklovers” on Fifth Avenue, Mayor Seth Low observed that “indeed … many will read only that which amuses instead of that which deepens and instructs, but [this] is not to be despised, for there is a place in life for amusement as well as work.”

Librarians still vigilantly excluded those books they deemed unrefined or immoral, but most now viewed recreational reading as a harmless pastime, rather than a stepping stone to
more substantial works. At the American Library Association’s conference in 1906, Lindsay Swift of the Boston Public Library told his colleagues that, since “most people read for pleasure … with a modicum of serious purpose, that library which is the best purveyor is the library for me.”  

The modern library’s more generous provision of popular fiction was also an important part of the effort to popularize the library, to attract “that part of the community that does not voluntarily come to it.” Echoing the entrepreneurial spirit that Bostwick promoted in The American Public Library, the American Library Association’s manual for book selection, published in 1915, advised the modern librarian to “study his community as thoroughly as the successful merchant who buys clothing to serve its varied tastes.” The purveyance of fiction in the progressive era public library was also clearly influenced by the way its reading public was constructed. The modern library continued to serve the poor and the working class, especially in its efforts to “Americanize” new immigrants, but, like school children, they were now considered a special class of reader. No longer on a mission to enculturate the unlettered masses, the library was expected to satisfy, to cater to the “customer,” the middle-class, tax-paying, fiction-loving public. In an address before the American Library Association in 1903 on “The Purchase of Current Fiction,” Bostwick defined “the great reading public” as “just you and I and some other fellows.”

Yet Bostwick’s claim that the reader was now the boss was only part of the story. Like its funding, the administration and governance of the public library was, in practical terms, a mix of public and private elements. Whereas school boards were almost always elected bodies, the trustees of public libraries, especially in the larger cities, were often private citizens appointed annually by public officials. Moreover, since many of the libraries were founded in the
nineteenth century as social libraries, some of them remained legally independent entities. The New York Public Library, for example, is a private corporation, governed by a board of trustees that elects its own members and contracts with the City to provide library service for the public. In general, because of reformers’ largely unwarranted fear that the library would “encounter the practical certainty of its becoming one more corruptionist engine in the hands of city rulers,” boards were designed to be largely independent of the municipal government. However, since the city council or other municipal body appropriated public monies, a substantial portion of the library’s funding, the city rulers always had significant influence over the board.

Finally, in regards to the provision of fiction, the modern public library had not one boss, but many; not a generic reading public, but its community’s multiple reading publics. The library had to decide, given a limited budget, what to purchase and, just as important, what to reject. According to John Cotton Dana, director of the Newark Public Library, the modern public librarian should be, ideally, not a "missionary to his community, [but] instead … a hospitable Keeper of the Inn of All Comers." Yet as a practical matter he or she was constrained in book selection by local public opinion. Without some degree of "benign" censorship, there would "come to his shelves volumes which will arouse such antagonisms, such criticisms … as will make his library a mere center of controversy." And since "no librarian can always practice it to perfection," controversy did inevitably arise; readers served by the library disagreed at times over what titles were either included or excluded. A new function of the modern librarian was to arbitrate such disputes. The public library became a contested space that helped to forge local consensus regarding a community's cultural and literary values.
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In order to understand the history of the modern public library in the United States, we have to start with the history of the community libraries of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. The public libraries we know today evolved from these early public libraries. And that evolution sheds light on and is an important part of the history of the book. The history of public libraries helps us understand race, class, and gender in the construction of the reader; the reception of fiction and the role the market played in what readers read; and the public and private goods that reading was expected to serve. Public libraries were also, from their inception, protean public institutions. Their history allows us to explore the shifting definitions of a public institution and the public good; and how, why and to what extent government was expected to promote that public good. The history of American public libraries is a critical component of the social, cultural, and political history of the United States.
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